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Abstract:

The ability to measure, hold and distribute time with high precision and accuracy is a
foundational capability for scientific exploration. Beyond fundamental science, time syn-
chronisation is an indispensable feature of public and private communication, navigation
and ranging, and distributed sensing, amongst others technological applications.

We propose the implementation of a quantum network of satellite- and ground-based
clocks with the ability to implement Quantum Clock Synchronization to picosecond accu-
racy. Implementation of the proposed QCS network offers a double advantage: (1) a more
accurate, robust, and secure time synchronization network for classical applications than
currently possible, and (2) a resource to fulfill the much more stringent synchronization
requirements of future quantum communication networks.

1 Quantum Clock Synchronization

In this paper we are primarily interested in the utilization of quantum entanglement as a
resource for clock synchronization, Quantum Clock Cynchronization (QCS). While most
of the original QCS proposals were based on entangling qubit states of distant optical
atomic clocks [1], [2], we focus here on using entangled photons to connect atomic clocks.
Such photon sources are available with current technology and will be required for future
quantum networks. Importantly, some entangled photon QCS protocols require only a
very few detected photon pairs (about 20 pairs) [3], [4], making them suited for deep-
space links or other high loss links. Optical communication techniques using single-photon
detection (non-coherent/quantum measurement) have an advantage in power efficiency
(bits per photon) over coherent optical communication techniques [5], which are generally
used in high precision, classical optics-based clock synchronization, e.g., classical Optical
Two-Way Time and Frequency Transfer (O-TWTFT).

We provide now a brief description of a concrete realization of a quantum clock syn-
chronization protocol that utilizes the quantum properties of light and has the advantage
of being feasible with current technology [4]. The signals used in classical protocols
are replaced with pairs of individual photons created via spontaneous down-conversion
(SPDC) by pumping a nonlinear optical crystal. Due to conservation of energy, the time
of birth of the photons are very highly correlated with each other, typically on the order
of 10–100 femtoseconds [6], [7]. The SPDC process is also quantum mechanically random
with photon pair production following a Poisson distribution. The photon pair produc-
tion time is itself used as the (now truly) random “code” shared between Alice and Bob.
Alice and Bob each have an SPDC source and locally detect one photon of each pair
produced, recording a timestamp of each detection. The other photon is transmitted to
the other party and its detection is timestamped. The clock offset is then estimated by
the difference of the two cross-correlation peaks, as with the classical O-TWTFT scheme.
In the case of a relative frequency difference between the two clocks, this method can be
extended to also estimate the frequency difference by estimating the change in the clock
offsets as a function of the local time of one of the clocks.

Since this is a type of TWTFT scheme, it assumes “reciprocity”, namely that the time
of flight of photons from Alice to Bob and vice-versa are the same. In classical protocols
using RF optical signals, and for the case where Alice and Bob are a ground station and a
satellite in LEO, respectively, the fluctuations in signal multi-path propagation can create
channel non-reciprocity of the order a nanosecond. In contrast, with optical photons this
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figure goes down to the order of a few femtoseconds [8], [9].
The precision of this QCS time distribution method has been demonstrated to be on

the order of 10’s of picoseconds with low-cost avalanche detectors and time tagging hard-
ware [3], [4]. Single-digit picosecond precision should be readily achievable with faster
time tagging and detectors with lower jitter. Simulations show that an accurate clock
offset can be produced with fewer than 100 detected down-converted photon pairs with
realistic detector dark count rates of about 1 kHz. We note that although distribution
protocols using stabilized optical frequency combs are capable of achieving a higher pre-
cision of femto- to sub-femtosecond levels, they have higher resource requirements and
also generally need pre-synchronisation at the picosecond level [10]. It is thus desirable
to have a low-cost, low-SWaP (Size Weight and Power), robust, and secure protocol that
provides picosecond precision and is stable over periods in which the finer synchronisation
is done. QCS using entangled photon pairs is thus an appropriate candidate for this role.

If the SPDC source is configured to also produce polarization entanglement between
the photon pairs, then violation of Bell’s inequality can be used to directly authenticate
the detected photons, providing an extra layer of security similar to the one used in
quantum key distribution protocols. Characterizing the achievable secure accuracy of
QCS based time distribution in practical realizations is the focus of ongoing research.

2 Satellite Based QCS and Quantum Networks

Implementation of quantum protocols over large distances has seen tremendous develop-
ment in the recent years. Quantum state transfer protocols such as teleportation and key
distribution have been carried out over continental distances of more than more than 200
km, with satellite-linked nodes separated by more than 1000 km. A key role in develop-
ing these implementations has been played by the transition to hybrid space-terrestrial
quantum communication network architectures combining satellites and ground stations
equipped with optical telescopes with metropolitan-scale fiber optic networks [11]. To
contrast with the limits of fiber optic-based quantum communication which is hindered
by the exponential losses, we note that the quantum repeater-less fiber optic based secret
key rate bound is surpassed beyond 215 km for a satellite at altitude of 530 km [12],
[13]. Unlike the classical information encoded in classical optical signals, the quantum
information encoded via quantum communication protocols cannot be amplified due to
fundamental limits on copying quantum information. This places fundamental limits on
directly transferring quantum information through lossy channels. Large number of high
fidelity quantum repeaters and/or quantum memories could improve the situation to some
extent, but their current performance levels are below those needed for mature applica-
tions [13], and furthermore, it would very likely be impractical to place such devices in
difficult terrain, e.g. under the ocean. In addition, low altitude fast-moving satellites can
provide continental scale coverage areas between ground stations within a small fraction
of the day (or very large, more persistent coverage areas using higher altitude satellites
with larger telescopes). Thus, the use of inter-satellite and satellite-ground links has
great potential to increase the performance and utility of quantum networks over global
distances.

Recent proof-of-principle experiments through the Micius satellite have indeed shown
the effectiveness of a satellite-based quantum communication channel for large scale quan-
tum networks [12], [14], [15]. The clock synchronization jitter in this experiment was in
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the range of 0.1–1 ns (avg. error 0.7 ns). Note that this clock synchronization was per-
formed with a one-way protocol using classical intensity laser pulses from the ground
station. Since teleportation of quantum states is a fundamental task of any quantum
network, the timing requirements for teleportation set fundamental requirements for
the precision of clock synchronization for realising a quantum network at large scales.
Picosecond-level synchronization is likely needed for quantum networks to function effi-
ciently [16], which is currently not achievable over very long distances using only local
timekeeping as GPS only allows synchronization to an accuracy of 20–40 nanoseconds.

2.1 Future Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)

The convergence of low-cost nano- and micro-satellites, low-cost launch systems, matu-
ration of low-SWaP atomic clocks [17]–[20], and the development of compact, efficient
entangled photon sources [21] have made high precision time distribution (on the order of
1 to 10 picoseconds) on a global scale both feasible and commercially viable. By combining
a constellation of small nano- or mico-satellites with on-board low SWaP atomic clocks,
compact bright entangled photon sources, and optical links, the quantum clock syn-
chronisation protocol can be used to synchronize the clocks across the constellation and
reference them to more capable (e.g., higher precision and stability) ground-based refer-
ence clocks. Such a time distribution network would allow a more precise and secure time
reference than is currently available with GPS or other global navigation satellite system.
This common time resource could provide new capabilities in telecommunication (e.g.,
higher bandwidth and lower latency), distributed computing, and coherent distributed
sensing (e.g., improving sensitivity of very long baseline interferometry). Additionally,
implementation of many quantum networking protocols require precision time-bin en-
coding and measurement coincidence windows. Thus, beyond enabling measurement of
weak gravity effects on quantum systems at large scales, such a precision time network
would significantly advance a range of technologies and lay the foundation for global scale
entanglement distribution and fully quantum networks [2], [11], [15].

2.2 Quantum Internet

The Quantum internet describes an extended network of quantum devices/nodes linked
via quantum communication channels which transfer quantum states and entanglement
across the network. Its wide range of applications include distributed quantum comput-
ing, communication security, distributed sensing, optical VLBI, etc. [11], [22]. A QCS
network is ideally suited to fulfill the sub-nanosecond time synchronization requirements
of large-scale quantum networks. Just like the Network Time Protocol (NTP) formed
the basis for the current internet, a QCS network is a promising near-term foundational
implementation of a global scale entanglement-based quantum network [23]. NTP is an
essential part of the Internet’s function and is crucial for several classical security pro-
tocols such as digital signatures and transport layer security [24], [25]. The Quantum
Internet promises to provide supra-classical security using quantum entanglement. This
security will similarly be reliant on the security of the time distribution protocol it uses.
A key concept behind the success of the NTP is its hierarchical structure which makes
it robust against node failure [23], [26]. QCS can easily adapt such a structure by dis-
tributing satellite resources commensurate with the strata to which a clock belongs. E.g.,
Lower strata client clocks can be serviced by larger constellations of low cost (low sta-
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bility) LEO orbits whereas costlier and more precise server clocks can be serviced using
smaller MEO or GEO constellations. The inter-satellite links create a master clock in
the sky with different strata of precision, while satellite-ground and ground-ground links
distribute this standard across the globe.

2.3 Relativistic Effects in High Precision Satellite Based QCS

A QCS network can achieve precision significantly greater than the GPS, and hence
must account for even tinier relativistic corrections than those considered for classical
PNT systems. The subset of these corrections which must be accounted for depends
on the time window needed for synchronization. Further, the QCS network is also an
ultra-precise measurement tool for higher order relativistic effects which accumulate to
measurable differences only over several sync events. We now list some of the relevant
relativistic effects (for details see [27], [28]). At the threshold of current PNT precision
levels lie effects like Shapiro delay which cause travel time delays about 100 picoseconds
(or few centimeters) during satellite to ground transit. This is caused by slowing down of
EM waves near a gravitational source (like Earth). Next in terms of size is a similar but
higher-order time delay effect caused by space-time curvature near a gravitating body.
This is of the order of few picoseconds (or few millimeters). Perturbative effects such as
those due to orbit corrections, Earth’s non-spherical mass distribution and tidal forces
from solar system objects cause time delays ranging from tens to tenths of a picosecond
over the course of a day. All these effects are in range of measurement through a near-
term implementation of the satellite-based QCS network proposed here. Looking forward,
an advanced implementation of the QCS network, also including DSQLs could measure
femtosecond-level time delays. This would bring into grasp the measurement of yet elusive
gravitomagnetic effects such as the geodetic and Lense-Thirring effects. Since Earth-based
atomic clocks have already achieved attosecond precision and sub-femtosecond clock sync
capabilities, these effects might become relevant in any attempt to define a global Earth
fixed coordinate time at that precision [2], [29].

2.4 Fundamental Science and Deep Space Quantum Links

The way quantum mechanics and gravitation interact is a prominent open problem in
modern physics. Efforts on this direction, such as quantum field theory in curved space
time, need inputs from experiments involving interaction of quantum systems with grav-
ity. The QCS network proposed here, whose building blocks are entanglement-based
quantum communication channels near gravitational sources, offers an arena germane for
such experiments [30]. Deep Space Quantum Links, envisaged with an aim to measure
these effects, also need an independent and precise time standard which can be provided
by the implementation of QCS.

We now mention some recent proposals to explore the interaction of quantum systems
with gravity. Primary amongst these are matter and optical interferometry experiments
conducted in space. At the heart of all sensitive quantum interference experiments lies
the ability to measure and hold time at high precision, hence making the QCS protocol
a useful tool.

The matter interferometry proposals includes the study of gravitational phase shifts on
a beam of neutrons [31], interference experiments using ultra cold matter (Bose-Einstein
Condensates — highly quantum-correlated states) [32] and the Space Atomic Gravity
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Explorer (SAGE) [29]. The last amongst these is an ambitious proposal to explore effects
of gravity on quantum correlations (via Bell tests) and test the limits of existing theories of
classical gravity (equivalence principle). One of the aims that lies at the heart of SAGE’s
success is “Defining an ultra-precise frame of reference for Earth and Space, comparing
terrestrial clocks, using clocks and links between satellites for optical VLBI (very long
baseline interferometry) in Space” [29]. Other promising proposals include experiments
involving two quantum massive systems (masses greater than 10−12 kg) gravitationally
interacting and each passing through a matter-wave Mach-Zehnder interferometer [33]
(along the lines of the COW experiment [34], also see [35] for a similar proposal). The role
of QCS here is evident, since two different interference experiments cannot co-determine
quantum correlations without establishing a common time. Promising investigations
involving optical interferometry include Mach-Zender interference experiments with one
beam-splitter placed on Earth and the other on a satellite [30] and a more sensitive
experiment using a ground-based Sagnac type interferometer to measure frame dragging
effects on the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect. This offers a clear demarcation between classical
vs quantum and Newtonian vs general relativistic regimes [36]. Other proposals include
a study of the effects of weak gravity on Bell tests [37] and a high precision test of the
Einstein’s equivalence principle using quantum optical systems [38]. Other space based
attempts not reliant on interferometry, include the MICROSCOPE mission (a micro-
satellite based experiment which measures discrepancies in free fall accelerations) [39] and
the Micius satellite which tested the theoretically expected persistence of entanglement
in non-inertial frames with a time precision of tens of picoseconds using Bell tests [40].

3 Conclusion

It is becoming clear that quantum communication, quantum sensing, and quantum com-
puting are rapidly developing into practical technologies that will impact society over
the next few decades. The first applications of these emerging technologies will almost
certainly be to enable new scientific instruments which will open up new avenues of dis-
covery and to new methods for processing and understanding data. One of the crucial
first steps towards implementing these new technologies will be to establish high accuracy
(sub-nanosecond) time distribution infrastructure across the Earth and beyond.

Because distribution of quantum entanglement is both the fundamental capability
necessary for implementing quantum technologies and also enables efficient methods for
precision time distribution, we argue that the first steps towards integrating quantum
networks into NASA’s communication infrastructure should emphasize utilizing entangled
photon-based quantum clock synchronization. The technology to implement QCS is
mature enough now to deploy on demonstration missions, and subsequently inform the
development of QCS requirements and planning for incorporation into future systems.
These early QCS systems will connect and leverage the last few decades of research
and development that has produced optical atomic clocks with exquisite performance,
and which may be used to redefine the second in the next decade. Once a nascent
QCS based sub-nanosecond level time distribution infrastructure connecting high stability
atomic clocks is accessible to new scientific instruments and space missions, it will have
the potential to accelerate scientific discovery. In addition, a highly accurate, secure
global time distribution network would enable many terrestrial applications for scientific
exploration, commercial utility, and national defense.
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